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Abstract

Ultraviolet (UV) spectra of the δ (190-240 nm) and γ (225-270 nm) bands

of the nitric oxide (NO) molecule have been measured on the nightside of

the atmosphere of Venus with the Spectroscopy for Investigation of Charac-

teristics of the Atmosphere of Venus (SPICAV) instrument on board Venus

Express (VEX). Excited NO molecules on the nightside of the planet are

created by radiative recombination of O(3P) and N(4S) atoms. The atoms

are produced by photodissociation of CO2 and N2 molecules on the dayside

and then transported on the nightside by the global circulation. We analyse

all nightside limb profiles obtained since 2006 and provide a statistical study

of the nitric oxide airglow layer and its variability. We also apply a spatial

deconvolution and an Abel inversion method to the limb profiles to retrieve

and quantify the volume emission rate distribution and its dependence on

several factors. We also show that about 10% of the limb profiles exhibits a
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secondary peak located above or below the main airglow peak. Furthermore,

a one-dimensional chemical-diffusive model is used to simultaneously model

the globally averaged NO and O2(a
1∆g) airglow vertical distributions using

CO2 and O density profiles rooted in VIRTIS and SPICAV observations. We

find that a downward flux of 2×109 N(4S) atoms cm−2s−1 and a eddy diffu-

sion coefficient equal to 1 ×1011/
√
n cm−2s−1, where n is the total number

density, provide the best set of values to parametrize the one-dimensional

representation of the complex 3-D dynamical processes.

Keywords: Atmospheres, chemistry, Atmospheres, composition,

Atmospheres, dynamics, Atmospheres, structure, Photochemistry,

Ultraviolet observations, Venus, Venus, atmosphere
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1. Introduction1

First spectrographic observations of the delta and gamma bands of nitric2

oxide in the Venus nightglow were reported by Feldman et al. (1979) with the3

International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) and by Stewart and Barth (1979)4

with the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PV-OUVS) ultraviolet spectrometers. The5

Venus NO ultraviolet spectrum consists of the δ (190-240 nm) and γ (225-2706

nm) bands. On the dayside of the planet, N2 and CO2 molecules are dissoci-7

ated by EUV photons and photoelectrons, yielding O(3P) and N(4S) atoms8

that are carried to the nightside by the subsolar to antisolar circulation. The9

Venus upper atmosphere dynamics has been described as the superposition10

of two patterns (e.g. Bougher et al. (1997); Bougher et al. (2006); Brecht11

et al. (2011); Lellouch et al. (1997); Schubert et al. (1980) and Schubert and12

Covey (2007)). For altitudes below ∼70 km, the global wind system is dom-13

inated by the retrograde superrotating zonal flow (RSZ) in the direction of14

the planetary spin and faster than the Venus rotation. Above ∼120 km, the15

motion is dominated by a relatively stable subsolar-to-antisolar flow (SSAS)16

generated by the inhomogeneous heating of the atmosphere by solar radiation17

which sets up large pressure gradients. Observations suggest that these two18

major flow systems superimpose in the transition region (between 70 and 12019

km), therefore a high variability of these wind components is observed in this20

region (e.g. Dickinson and Ridley (1977); Schubert et al. (1980); Bougher21

et al. (2006)). The NO emission is caused by radiative recombination through22

inverse pre-association of the O(3P) and N(4S) atoms. This recombination23

produces NO molecules in the (C2Π) electronic state that can relax through24
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the following processes:25

NO(C2Π) → NO(X2Π) + δ bands (1)
26

NO(C2Π) → NO(A2Σ, v′ = 0) + 1.22µm (2)
27

NO(A2Σ, v′ = 0) → NO(X2Π) + γ bands (3)

The total emission rate of the NO δ and γ bands is proportional to the28

product of the N and O densities. Therefore, this airglow bears the signature29

of the dynamics, temperature and chemical characteristics of the venusian30

atmosphere. Stewart et al. (1980) showed that the NO airglow exhibits vari-31

ations from day-to-day both in brightness and morphology. In their daily32

maps, the brightest spot is located in the range 39◦S to 60◦N and 2130 to33

0300 LT (Bougher et al. (1990)). They used the PV-OUVS instrument to34

build a NO nightglow statistical intensity map, showing the presence of a35

bright spot shifted downward from the antisolar point by approximately 236

hours and about 10◦ to 20◦ toward the southern hemisphere. While the aver-37

age hemispheric nightside intensity of the (0,1) γ band was 0.48 kiloRayleighs38

(kR), Bougher et al. (1990) determined the peak to be 1.9 ± 0.6 kR in the39

bright spot region. PV-OUVS limb scans from periapsis were used to deter-40

mine an emission peak altitude of 115 ± 2 km (Gérard et al. (1981)). The41

Spectroscopy for Investigation of Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Venus42

(SPICAV) instrument (Bertaux et al. (2007)) on board Venus Express (VEX)43

has provided a large dataset of limb observations of the NO δ and γ bands. An44

initial analysis based on 201 limb profiles was given by Gérard et al. (2008a).45

They found that the mean peak altitude was located at 113 ± 5.8 km and46

the average brightness varied from 5 kR at northern mid-latitudes, reaching47
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up to 440 kR at lower latitudes. Royer et al. (2010) developed a model to48

retrieve NO emission from stellar occultation observations by SPICAV. Their49

results were in agreement with those obtained from other SPICAV science50

modes (vertical distribution, peak intensity, variability of the emission, loca-51

tion of the bright spot). They successfully identified the emission observed52

in addition to the stellar spectrum that appears in slitless occultation mode53

of SPICAV as being a NO emission. They modeled this emission to retrieve54

the altitude of the peak, its scale height and its brightness. As expressed by55

relation (2), near-infrared NO nightglow is also produced during the recombi-56

nation processes. Garcia Munoz et al. (2009) reported the first unambiguous57

observation of the NO C(0)→ A(0) band at 1.22 µm in the Venus nightglow.58

The peak of the limb profile of this emission was found between 109 and 11259

km, with a maximum of 7.9-63 kR. The characteristics of the NIR and the60

UV NO emissions are consistent as the Venus atmosphere is optically thin at61

these altitudes for all three NO emissions (δ band, γ band and the 1.22 µm).62

The O2 1.27 µm IR nightglow was first observed by Connes et al. (1979) us-63

ing a ground-based Fourier transform spectrometer. Exclusive ground-based64

(e.g. Crisp et al. (1996); Hueso et al. (2008); Krasnopolsky (2010); Ohtsuki65

et al. (2005); Ohtsuki et al. (2008) and Bailey et al. (2008)) and space-borne66

observations from Venus Express have been conducted. The Visible and In-67

frared Thermal Imaging Spectrometer (VIRTIS) instrument (Drossart et al.68

(2007); Piccioni et al. (2009)) is composed of two spectrometers, including69

the VIRTIS-M-IR instrument. It is well adapted to the observation of the70

O2(a
1∆) 1.27 µm nightglow in both nadir and limb modes. The horizontal71

distribution of the emission brightness was studied from nadir VIRTIS obser-72
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vations by Gérard et al. (2008b), Piccioni et al. (2009) and Soret et al. (2012).73

They found the highest intensity near the antisolar point, with maximum val-74

ues of respectively 3 MR, 1.2 MR and 1.6 MR (MegaRayleigh) and a mean75

intensity for the nightside of 1.3 MR, 0.52 MR and 0.50 MR, respectively.76

Krasnopolsky (2010) observed from the ground a mean nightside intensity77

value of 0.55 MR. From limb observations, the mean peak brightness was78

found to be 28 ± 22 MR at an altitude of 96 ± 2.7 km (Gérard et al. (2010);79

Soret et al. (2012)). The reaction scheme for O2(a
1∆) was first proposed80

by Connes et al. (1979). They suggested that radiative deexcitation of the81

O2(a
1∆) molecules follows three-body recombination of oxygen atoms in the82

upper mesosphere. As previously mentioned, the O atoms are produced on83

the Venus dayside by photodissociation and electron impact dissociation of84

CO2 and CO, and transported to the nightside by the SSAS circulation:85

O +O + CO2 → O∗

2 + CO2 (4)
86

O∗

2 → O + hν (5)
87

O∗

2 + CO2 → O2 + CO2 (6)

In this study, we improve the preliminary analysis by Gérard et al. (2008a),88

as we consider a larger dataset. The SPICAV limb profiles are deconvolved to89

take into account the smoothing effect of the finite instrumental field of view.90

The deconvolved profiles are then inverted to obtain vertical profiles of the91

volume emission rate. Finally, we use a one-dimensional model (described92

in Section 5) with this new extensive dataset to retrieve nightside average93

densities (O∗

2, NO and N), brightness (O∗

2 and NO), N flux at 130 km, as well94

as information about the eddy diffusion coefficient.95
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2. Observations96

The European Space Agency Venus Express spacecraft started orbiting97

Venus in April 2006. It has a 24-hour elliptical orbit with a pericenter located98

at high northern latitudes and an apocenter 66 000 km from the planet.99

Several observing modes may be selected, including nadir, star pointing (for100

stellar occulations) and limb observations (Titov et al. (2006)). The SPICAV-101

UV instrument was thoroughly described in Bertaux et al. (2007). Because102

of the quasi-polar elliptical orbit, limb measurements are preferentially made103

while SPICAV observes the northern hemisphere (see Figure 1). In this study,104

the primary dataset contains 1352 limb sequences. Several criteria have been105

analysed to determine whether an observation is included in the database:106

1. The local time of the full sequence is between 1800 and 0600 LT (i.e.107

SPICAV observes the nightside of the planet)108

2. The instrumental gain must be high enough to provide adequate signal-109

to-noise ratio110

3. It must be a grazing limb mode, i.e. the tangent point altitude must111

pass through a minimum during the observation.112

Each observation consists in 5 adjacent spatial bins of the Charge-Coupled113

Device (CCD) that are read out every second. Each of these spatial bins114

projects into a different region of the venusian atmosphere, separated by an115

angle ranging from 1.4 to 22.4 arcmin. These bins collect the signal through116

two different slits (500 µm and 50 µm width) giving two different spectral117

resolutions (respectively of 12 and 1.5 nm). Limb profiles taken through the118

wide slit were initially rejected in a previous study (Gérard et al. (2008a))119
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in order to visually verify that the emission analysed consists exclusively in120

the NO γ and δ bands. Since no other emission has been observed in the121

spectral range (from 118 nm to 320 nm), observations collected with both122

slit apertures have been processed in this study. Every second, the CCD123

collects five different UV spectra of the δ and γ bands. Consequently, on the124

order of 1000 spectra are recorded in each of the 5 bins per observation. In125

the grazing-limb mode, the tangent point of the center of the field of view126

of SPICAV describes two phases: one ingress and one egress, as described127

in Figure 1 by Gérard et al. (2008a). Consequently, each sequence includes128

five times two limb scans, each one containing ∼1000 spectra. The dataset129

used in this study is composed of 98 orbits, corresponding to 173 sequences.130

Taking into account the presence of 5 spatial bins, this corresponds to 865 in-131

dividual limb profiles. As the grazing-limb consists in two sequences (ingress132

and egress), the dataset contains 1730 limb scans and, consequently, about133

1,730,000 spectra that have been analysed. Data processing of the spectra134

can be summarized in four steps. During step one, non-uniform dark current135

and offset values are subtracted from each individual raw spectrum. Step136

two consists of the intensity calibration in kiloRayleighs (kR) based on well-137

known hot star spectra observed by SPICAV during the mission. During138

step two, all empty profiles are rejected, as well as those where an intensity139

peak cannot be clearly defined. The SPICAV Point Spread Function (PSF) is140

used during step three to deconvolve the intensity profiles with a Richardson-141

Lucy method (Lucy (1974)). Finally, in step four, the Volume Emission Rate142

(VER - in photons cm−3s−1) is determined via the Abel inversion technique143

briefly discussed by Gérard et al. (2008b) and described more fully here. The144
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available observations do not cover the complete nightside of the planet. As145

pointed out before, due to geometrical constraints, SPICAV can only observe146

the northern hemisphere in grazing limb mode with sufficient vertical reso-147

lution. The coverage of the limb scans here used in terms of local time and148

northern latitude is represented in Figure 1. One can notice that the ma-149

jority of the dataset is situated between 0000 and 0200 LT. Figure 2 shows150

the mean brightness profile of the NO ultraviolet emission on the nightside151

of Venus. It was obtained by summing all the deconvolved limb profiles pro-152

cessed in this study. This sum is then divided by the number of profiles153

summed. The mean peak altitude is located at 115.5 km for a mean peak154

brightness of 60 kR. In figure 2, the intensity profile illustrates an interesting155

behaviour of sudden changes for altitudes lower than 100 km. This effect is156

probably due to the absorption and scattering of the UV NO photons by the157

upper haze layer and will be discussed in section 4. Histograms are used to158

represent the global distribution of the peak brightness and peak altitudes.159

The top panel in Figure 3 represents the peak brightness distribution on a160

logarithmic scale where the brightness appears as a Gaussian-like shape. The161

mode has a value of 50 kR with a one-sigma standard deviation of 40 kR and162

200 kR. The altitude distribution shows that most of the occurrences are in163

the 108-114 km range. The mode is located at 110 km, that is 5.5 km below164

the mean peak altitude of the limb brightness. The distribution also exhibits165

a quasi-Gaussian shape with a one-sigma standard deviation of 5 km. The166

difference between the mode of the altitude distribution and the mean profile167

peak altitude indicates that, statistically, profiles with a large peak intensity168

tend to have higher peak altitudes.169
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3. Emission peak analysis170

In the absence of self-absorption, a limb emission observed with an in-171

strument such as SPICAV can be considered as the sum of the contribution172

of all local emission elements along the line of sight, i.e.:173

I =

∫ +∞

−∞

P (s)ds (7)

where I is the observed intensity, ds an infinitesimal element of the line of174

sight and P(s) is the local emission rate of the sth element of the line of sight.175

If the emission geometry is considered spherically symmetric, expression (7)176

becomes177

I = 2

∫ +∞

0

P (s)ds (8)

Changing variable analysing geometric relationship178

(z +R)2 = s2 + (ztg +R)2 (9)

equation (8) may be expressed as:179

I = 2

∫ +∞

ztg

z
√

z2 − z2tg

P (z)dz (10)

where z is the altitude, ztg is the tangent point altitude, R is the planetary180

radius.181

Expression (10) is the Abel integral. The search for P(z) from this ex-182

pression is the Abel inverse transform. Within the assumption of spherical183

symmetry of the emission rate, the inverted profile is approximated with184

cubic splines whose parameters minimize the following expression:185
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S = (1− λ)

∫

(cA(P (z))− Iobs)
2dz + λR (11)

In this relation, A(P(z)) is the Abel transform of the local emission rate186

P(z) and λ is a parameter that controls the relative importance of the two187

terms. The value of λ is chosen in order that the data fidelity term (the first188

term of expression (11)) ends up being equal to the estimated variance of the189

noise. Iobs is the recorded limb emission profile and c is a coefficient present190

for physical unit compatibility purpose. R is a regularization function chosen191

to be:192

R =

∫

(
d2P (z)

dz2
)2dz (12)

The acquisition of an inverse smoothed profile is obtained through this193

regularization function. This inversion technique has been used to charac-194

terize the behavior of the volume emission rate. Figure 4 shows the average195

of all inverted limb profiles used in this study. The scale is logarithmic for196

a better representation of the wide range of values of the VER. As pointed197

out before, the peak VER reaches 965 photons cm−3s−1. Below 100 km and198

above 130 km, the emission becomes vanishingly faint. The difference be-199

tween the peak altitude of the the mean limb profile and that of the VER is a200

consequence of the Abel inversion described above. The mean peak altitude201

of the VER is 115 with a standard deviation of ±7 km. The amplitude of202

the variability is much larger than the uncertainty in the altitude of the peak203

emission, which is less than 1 km, as mentioned below.204

We estimated the noise propagation through the inversion technique fol-205

lowing the method described by Ramsey et al. (1999). For this purpose, a206
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representative deconvolved profile with its error bars is represented in figure207

5, panel a. This observation was made at 44◦N, 01:00 LT during orbit 324.208

We randomly generated 1,000 profiles constructed as follows. To each data209

point, a random noise is added, chosen to follow a normal distribution whose210

mean value is equal to the observed intensity and whose standard deviation211

is equal to the local error bar. Each one of the 1,001 profiles is individually212

inverted following the inversion method described before. Figure 5 panel213

b shows the inverted profile and the estimated uncertainty. The black dia-214

monds represent the inversion of the observed limb profile while the grey zone215

illustrates the one-sigma scatter results for the inversion of the other 1,000216

profiles. The uncertainty of the altitude of the peak VER is less than 1 km,217

the vertical resolution adopted in the inversion procedure. This estimate of218

the propagation of the noise has been performed on a series of limb profiles219

with various peak altitudes and intensities. The peak VER uncertainty is a220

factor ∼2 while the peak deconvolved brightness uncertainty is ∼10%.221

Figure 6 top panel represents the distribution of the VER peaks derived222

from the limb profiles. The mean value is ∼ 1000 photons cm−3s−1 and the223

distribution exhibits a standard deviation from 630 up to ∼ 5000 photons224

cm−3s−1. The multiplicative factor between two bins is 1.6, which is of the225

same order of magnitude as the peak VER uncertainty. The bottom panel226

shows the distribution of the altitudes of the peak VER. It exhibits a mean227

altitude of 115 ± 7 km, as indicated in Figure 4. The very large variability228

in both the value of the peak VER and its peak altitude is noticeable. The229

mean peak altitude is 115 km, and the mean peak VER reaches 965 photons230

cm−3s−1. However, several observations show an unexpectable high peak al-231
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titude above 125 km. Such large values of the peak altitude are associated232

with large values of the VER. A slight trend for low peak altitude and weaker233

peak VER also appears. Further analysis of the peak VER and its altitude234

as a function of latitude, local time and solar zenith angle is illustrated in235

Figure 7. A tendency for a decrease of the VER with increasing latitude from236

the equator to 20◦N is observed in Figure 7a. VER values drop by a factor237

∼3 from 5◦N to 65◦N. Observations have been made at higher latitudes, but238

the presence of solar scattered light could not be excluded and these ob-239

servations have therefore been rejected. The relation between NO airglow240

intensity and local time has been previously described in the literature (e.g.241

Stewart et al. (1980) and Bougher et al. (1990)). Figure 7b confirms that242

highest VER values occur near 0200 LT, in good agreement with the airglow243

observations by Stewart and Barth (1979) and the statistical map by Stew-244

art et al. (1980). The trend is a decrease of the VER for both larger and245

smaller values of the local time. Some exceptions have appeared during data246

processing for both highest (close to 0600 LT) and lowest (close to 1800 LT)247

local time values. As pointed out before, the presence of a solar UV com-248

ponent made some data unusable. The mean VER peak value at 0200 LT249

is 1250 photons cm−3s−1 dropping to 435 photons cm−3s−1 at 0400 LT. The250

variation of the peak altitude as a function of the angular distance from the251

brightest spot is represented in Figure 7c. The brightness spot for the UV252

nightglow has been found on average (center of the statistical bright spot) to253

be shifted from the antisolar point which is in agreement with the dynam-254

ics as presented previously (e.g. Dickinson and Ridley (1977) and Schubert255

et al. (1980)) and past observations (e.g. Stewart et al. (1980) and Bougher256
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et al. (1990)). At large values of the Angle from Bright Spot (ABS), peak257

altitude values must be carefully considered because of the presence of solar258

straylight near the terminator. For the peak altitude situation, a decrease is259

found for large (greater than ∼50◦) ABS. If the mean peak altitude of 114.5260

km is consistent for smaller ABSs, data suggest a general decreasing trend261

for larger ABSs. A search for mean profiles for both low and high ABS values262

has been undertaken. It has been found that for high ABS values, profiles263

with a high VER exhibit a peak altitude near 115 km, while profiles with264

lower VER values show a peak altitude closer to 110 km. We also found a265

slight decreasing trend of the VER intensities with increasing ABS values,266

with a noticeable exception for ∼60◦ ABS.267

4. Multiple peaks268

New features in some vertical profiles have been identified. A secondary269

peak is found in about 10% of the analysed limb scans. In ∼ 5% of the270

limb scans, a third peak is also observed. The altitude of the second peak271

is 87±6 km. The second peak altitude is 26±5 km below the main peak272

altitude in the multiple-peaks limb scans which, in these profiles, is located273

at 111±5 km. The mean peak altitude in these profiles is 4 km below the274

mean peak altitude within the full database considered, but remains within275

the boundaries of the standard deviation of the peak altitude. In the cases276

of the presence of a third peak, its mean altitude is 149±6 km. This is277

39±12 km above the mean main peak altitude for these limb scans. The278

mean main peak altitude in these cases is 110±7 km. Relative intensities279

for the multiple peaks have been calculated. On the average, the higher280
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peak intensity is 6.8±3% of the main peak, while the lower peak intensity is281

43±10% of the main peak intensity. We also note that the upper peak has282

never been observed in profiles without a lower peak. When available, O2283

1.27µm limb profiles obtained with VIRTIS have been used for comparison.284

These O2 profiles are taken while both SPICAV and VIRTIS observed the285

same region of the Venus atmosphere. Because of the different fields of view286

of the two instruments, deconvolved profiles from VIRTIS and SPICAV have287

been used for this comparison. Figure 8 shows an example of a limb profile288

obtained with the SPICAV instrument during orbit 322 and an O2 profile289

derived from co-located VIRTIS observations. The standard deviation of the290

emission is represented by the horizontal error bars. In Figure 8, the O2(a
1∆)291

intensities (triangles) are divided by a factor 1 × 106 for a consistent scaling292

with the NO intensities (diamonds). The NO airglow profile peaks at 114293

km and the O2 profile peak altitude is 95 km. An unambiguous second294

peak in the NO emission is observed at 84 km. Figure 8 shows a third peak295

emission in the NO airglow vertical profile at an altitude of 143 km. In296

all profiles analysed, no correlation has been found between the presence of297

multiple peaks in the NO and O2 emissions. This is in perfect agreement298

with Gérard et al. (2009a) and Collet et al. (2010) who both described the299

lack of correlation between the two emission peaks.300

4.1. Lower peak301

Based on SPICAV/SOIR solar occultations, Wilquet et al. (2009) con-302

cluded that two types of particles coexist in the high altitude haze layer303

from 70 to over 100 km. The first type has a radius comprised between 0.1304

and 0.3 µm and the other one has a radius between 0.4 and 1 µm. The305
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smallest particles exhibit signatures of UV absorption. They also observed a306

great temporal variability of the upper haze layer opacity and of the aerosol307

densities in the Venus mesosphere. We suggest that the lower altitude NO308

emission peak is linked to the presence of this upper haze layer. As photons309

are emitted mainly from around the peak altitude (i.e. around 115 km),310

a fraction is backscattered within the haze layer. Hence, at the haze layer311

altitudes, the observed emission is equal to the local NO emission plus the312

haze-scattered NO emission. This is in agreement with the spectral compo-313

sition of the emission at lower altitudes that is identical to the NO spectrum314

presented in Gérard et al. (2008a). Wilquet et al. (2009) show in their Fig-315

ure 6 the vertical profiles of the β extinction coefficient obtained from data316

acquired with SPICAV-UV. One can notice the large values for the β coeffi-317

cient at altitudes ∼85 km. This is in good agreement with the altitudes of318

the second peak emission in the NO vertical profiles.319

4.2. Upper peak320

The higher altitude peak emission, near 149 km, is possibly caused by321

the presence of gravity waves. Kasprzak et al. (1988) and Kasprzak et al.322

(1993) found wave-like perturbations in the density profiles of He, N, O, N2323

and, in particular, CO2 using the Pioneer Venus Orbiter Mass Spectrometer324

in an altitude range coherent with our observations altitude range. These325

observations were taken in the 0.5-4.5 LT region of the planet. Perturbations326

in the structure of the Venus mesosphere have been identified by Garcia et al.327

(2009). They were observed in CO2 non-LTE emissions in the altitude range328

110 - 140 km. The amplitude of the perturbation was found to be 0.5% of329

the background signal. Gravity waves exhibit a horizontal wavelength from330
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90 to 400 km and horizontal velocities of 70 ms−1 westward and 30 ms−1
331

northward. Garcia et al. (2009) assumed that they are generated by the332

polar vortex. The NO airglow upper peak may be produced by a secondary333

emission layer located near 149 km stemming from local enhancements of334

the O density above 110 km, the altitude of the O density peak in normal335

conditions. The vertical wavelength of the gravity wave is thought to be ∼15336

km, corresponding to the distance between the main emission peak and the337

upper NO airglow emission peak.338

5. One-Dimensional Modeling339

The transport of O and N atoms from the day to the nightside and the340

subsequent downward motion on the nightside is a complex three-dimensional341

problem requiring a solution of primitive conservation equations (e.g. Bougher342

et al. (1990); Bougher and Borucki (1994); Bougher et al. (2006) and Brecht343

et al. (2011)). A simplified approach consists in solving a one-dimensional set344

of coupled continuity equations for N(4S), NO, O(3P) and O2(
1∆). In this345

formalism, the topside boundary condition is a downward flux value while346

the bottomside condition is a zero flux condition. We briefly describe the347

one-dimensional chemical-diffusive model we use to quantitatively examine348

the parameters controlling the altitude and the intensity of the NO emission.349

This model was described by Cox et al. (2008) to analyse the NO night-350

glow on Mars. It was adapted by Gérard et al. (2008a) to the case of the351

Venus atmosphere. The continuity equation for a minor constituent i in the352

thermosphere may be written:353

∂ni

∂t
= −∂φi

∂z
+ Pi − Li −

∂(niw)

∂z
(13)
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with ni the density of the ith constituent, variable in time t, z is the354

altitude considered positive upward, Pi its production rate, Li its loss rate355

and w the vertical component of the velocity considered positive upward.356

The use of a vertical upward velocity component is meaningless to describe357

the globally averaged profile of the constituents. The model is here used to358

reproduce a mean observation that represents the global averaged nightglow359

emissions. The SSAS circulation at this altitude range provides a downward360

flux. However, a vertical upward velocity may be introduced to reproduce361

local observations. The vertical diffusive flux φi of the i minor constituent is362

given by:363

φi = −(Di +K)(
∂ni

∂z
+

ni

T

∂T

∂z
)− (

Di

Hi

+
K

H
)ni (14)

with Di the molecular diffusion constituent, K the vertical eddy diffusion364

coefficient, Hi the scale height of constituent i, H the atmospheric scale height,365

T the neutral gas temperature. Following von Zahn et al. (1979), the vertical366

variation of the eddy diffusion coefficient K is expressed by:367

K(z) =
A

√

n(z)
cm2s−1 (15)

with A a parameter independent of the altitude.368

Table 1 presents the rate coefficients of the chemical reactions considered369

in the model. These are:370

N +O
k1→ NO + hνUV (16)

371

N +O + CO2
k2→ NO + CO2 (17)

372

N +NO
k3→ N2 +O (18)
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373

O +O + CO2
k4→ O∗

2 + CO2 (19)
374

O2(
1∆g) + CO2

k5→ O2 + CO∗

2 (20)
375

O2(
1∆g)

k6→ O2 + hνIR (21)

The CO2 density and temperature profiles from 80 to 130 km are taken from376

Soret et al. (2012) figure 5, Brecht et al. (2012) figure 2 and Hedin et al.377

(1983), Krasnopolsky (2011) respectively. Soret et al. (2012) reported re-378

sults from stellar occultation observations performed with SPICAV-UV on379

the Venus nightside. The mean CO2 vertical distribution for the Venus night-380

side has been obtained by averaging the individual profiles derived from the381

SPICAV occultations for all night local times and latitudes, as described in382

Soret et al. (2012), section 3.2. The amount of CO2 along a line of sight is383

inferred from the variation of the transmission of the brightness of a UV star384

between 120 and 200 nm as the instrument points within the atmosphere385

of Venus. An inversion technique uses the Beer-Lambert’s law to retrieve386

opacity. The number of CO2 molecules is then retrieved with an inversion387

procedure using a Levenberg-Marquardt fitting technique. Similar, the oxy-388

gen profile was derived from the O map based on VIRTIS observations of389

the O2(a
1∆) airglow distribution completed with the CO2 distribution de-390

rived from SPICAV data. Our model is therefore applied to retrieve nitrogen391

downward flux at the upper altitude boundary at 130 km and the strength392

of eddy mixing adequate to a one-dimensional approach. Nitrogen atoms re-393

combine with oxygen atoms to produce the NO airglow emission as described394

by reaction 16. Equation 13 is solved between 80 km and 130 km with the395

finite volume method on a constant altitude grid. At the upper boundary,396
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the N(4S) flux is a free parameter determined by fitting the modeled limb397

profile to the observations, whereas the O(3P) density profile is considered as398

observationally known and not allowed to vary. The model finally integrates399

the k[O][N] product along the line of sight to simulate the limb profile of400

the NO emission. As in previous studies (Gérard et al. (2008a)), our rep-401

resentation takes into account a vertical transport term that is the sum of402

molecular and eddy diffusions. Turbulent transport is parametrized by the403

K coefficient, and, following relation (15), is controlled by the A parame-404

ter. We first analyze the impact of using a fixed or free O density profile.405

With a free O density profile and boundary conditions taken from Gérard406

et al. (2008a), the best NO airglow fit was obtained with A = 4 × 1012,407

φo = 1 × 1012 cm−2s−1 and φn = 2.3 × 109 cm−2s−1. It yields a NO maxi-408

mum intensity for a tangent altitude of 115 km and a peak intensity of 61409

kR. These parameters provide an O2 airglow peak altitude of 102 km and410

an intensity of 52 MR. This intensity is too bright and peaks 6 km above411

those derived from VIRTIS observations (Gérard et al. (2009b); Soret et al.412

(2012)). The distance between the two peaks of NO and O2 emissions was413

discussed in Collet et al. (2010) and Brecht et al. (2011). They both modeled414

a distance smaller than determined from observations. We then analysed the415

impact of the A parameter on both NO and O2 vertical profiles, with a mean416

oxygen density profile taken from Soret et al. (2010). Figure 9 illustrates417

some of the results. Diamonds represent the NO airglow profiles for A = 1418

× 1015 (red) to A = 1 × 1010 (dark blue). One notices that both altitude419

and peak intensity vary, with a maximum peak altitude of 113 km. The O2420

(a1∆) emission (triangles) is less A-dependent in these simulations than the421
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NO UV emission. This stems from the fact that the O density profile is fixed422

to its experimentally determined altitude. For A values less than 1015, the423

six different curves of the O2 emission are superimposed. For A equal to424

or larger than 1015 (red curve), turbulent mixing is strong enough to carry425

downward excited O2 molecules where they are partly quenched by collisions426

with CO2. In the same way, NO profiles are superimposed for A values equal427

to or smaller than 1012. Figure 9 also exhibits a drop in the NO intensity for428

high values of A: as the NO emission layer moves downward, reaction (17)429

which does not produce NO γ or δ photons, takes over reaction (16).430

Finally, we fitted the mean NO emission profile, as presented in Section431

2. We found that, with a fixed vertical profile of O density derived from432

VIRTIS O2(a
1∆) observations, the best fit parameters are φN = 2.1 × 109433

cm−2s−1 and A = 1 × 1011. Gérard et al. (1988), Bougher et al. (1990)434

and Brecht et al. (2011) found a mean nightside N atom downward flux435

of 2.1 × 109, 1 × 109 and 2 × 109 cm−2s−1 respectively. In his nightside436

photochemical model, Krasnopolsky (2010) found a nightside ΦN equal to437

1.2×109. These corresponding to a global mean dayside N production values438

of 1.3× 1010, 1× 109 and 1.6× 1010. All of these values are consistent with439

our best fit N flux. We also found that, in a one-dimensional approach, the440

A parameter is the only parameter controlling both the NO peak altitude441

and peak intensity, while the downward nitrogen flux only acts on the peak442

intensity. However, the model does not correctly predict a peak altitude of443

115.5 km. An upward local wind in relation (13) would permit to simulate444

higher NO emission peak altitude, but this term would be meaningless in a445

global scale model. However, with φN = 2.1×109 cm−2s−1 and A = 1 × 1011,446
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as the model could reproduce O2 airglow peak altitude, the distance between447

the two airglow layers is almost in agreement with the observations and both448

O2 and NO peak intensities fit the observations. The model density profiles449

for atomic nitrogen, nitric oxide and O2(a
1∆) as well as the O density profile450

from Soret et al. (2012) are shown in Figure 10. We stress that, in Figure 2,451

roughly a fourth of the observations exhibit a peak altitude higher than 113452

km. Our one-dimensional model could reproduce 75% of the observations453

peak altitudes. The decrease of peak altitude with larger values of ABS454

in Figure 7 may be reproduced by the model. The peak altitude in these455

observations drops to 108 km at an angle of 75◦ from brightest spot. This456

corresponds to a A value of 1×1012 and a nitrogen flux of 2.5×109 cm−2s−1.457

6. Conclusions458

We have greatly increased the statistical basis of NO γ and δ airglow limb459

profiles and confirmed the general trends previously described using a more460

restricted database. The maximum emission rate is found at 115.5±7 km461

with a mean brightness of 60 kR. We present the first study of the volume462

emission rate of the NO emission following deconvolution and Abel inversion463

of the limb profiles. The peak volume emission rate and altitude are anal-464

ysed in regard with factors such as latitude, angle from the brightest spot465

of the NO nightglow and local time. We observe a drop of the peak volume466

emission rate with increasing northern latitudes, a decrease of the peak vol-467

ume emission rate and peak altitude with increasing angle from the center468

of the statistical bright spot and an increase of the peak volume emission469

rate around 0200 LT. We also find a slight trend for profiles with higher peak470
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volume emission rates to correspond to higher peak altitudes. A second and471

a third peak are observed in respectively ∼ 10% and ∼ 5% of the limb scans.472

The second peak mean altitude is 87±6 km with a brightness corresponding473

to 43 ± 10% of the main peak brightness. It is believed to be caused by474

scattering of the photons for emission within the haze layer. The third peak475

mean altitude is 149 ± 6 km. It has a relative brightness of 6.8 ± 3% of the476

mean main peak brightness. This peak is likely caused by gravity waves with477

vertical wavelength of 15±3 km. A one-dimensional chemical-diffusive model478

has been used to fit the main features of these and O2(
1∆) observations. The479

use of CO2 and O density profiles derived from Venus Express instruments480

SPICAV and VIRTIS makes it possible to reproduce the observed distance481

between the O2 and NO emissions. With a K coefficient of 1 ×1011/
√
n482

cm−2s−1and a downward N flux of 2 ×109 cm−2s−1 at 130 km, the model483

correctly predicts both the NO and O2 mean peak altitude and intensity.484
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Table 1: Rate coefficients of chemical reactions. † ≡ determined from airglow observations

and models; ‡ ≡ experimentally determined.
Reaction Rate Reference

N + O
k1
→ NO + hνUV k1 = 1.92 × 10−17 × (300/T )1/2 ×

(

1 − 0.57/T1/2
)

cm3 s−1 Dalgarno et al. (1992)†

N + O + CO2

k2
→ NO + CO2 k2 = 2 × 10−32 × (300/T )1/2 cm6 s−1 Campbell and Thrush (1966)‡

N + NO
k3
→ N2 + O k3 = 2.5 × 10−10 × (T/300)1/2 × exp (−600/T ) cm

3
s
−1

Fox (1994)†

O + O + CO2

k4
→ O∗

2
+ CO2 k4 = 2.8 × 10−32 cm6 s−1 Smith and Robertson (2008)‡

O2(
1∆g) + CO2

k5
→ O2 + CO∗

2
k5 = 2 × 10−20 cm3 s−1 Sander et al. (2006)

O2(
1∆g)

k6
→ O2 + hνIR k6 = 2.19 × 10−4 s−1 Miller et al. (2001)‡
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Figure 1: Northern hemisphere coverage of the limb profiles obtained with the SPICAV

instrument on Venus Express used in this study in terms of Latitude and Local Time.
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Figure 2: Diamonds: mean brightness profile of the nitric oxide ultraviolet emission. This

profile is obtained by summing up all limb observations used in this study. The upper

solid line represents the modeled mean brightness profile. Triangles show a representative

brightness profile of the O2 1.27 µm emission, divided by a factor 1000. The lower solid

line represents the modeled O2 brightness profile also scaled by a factor 1000.
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Figure 3: Up panel: limb profiles peak brightness distribution from data. The brightness

axis is logarithmic. Down panel: distribution of the limb profiles peak altitudes from

data. In both panels, the solid vertical line represent the mean values while the dashed

lines represent the standard deviation of the mean value.
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Figure 4: Mean Volume Emission Rate (VER) profile from the nitric oxide ultraviolet

airglow emission SPICAV data.
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Figure 5: Panel (a): deconvolved limb profile obtained during Venus Express orbit 324.

The solid lines represent the instrumental error bars on the intensity. Panel (b): 1,000

profiles are generated: at each data point, a normal distribution centered on the observed

intensity and whose standard deviation is equal to the local error bar represents the random

noise. The black diamonds represent the inversion of the observed limb profile. The

grey zone illustrates the one-sigma scatter resulting from the inversion of the other 1,000

profiles.
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Figure 6: Up panel: limb profiles peak VER distribution from the data. The brightness

distribution shows a Gaussian-like shape on a logarithmic scale. Down panel: altitude

distribution of the peaks of VER.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: (a) Peak VER calculated from the database versus northern latitude. The

vertical bars correspond to a one-sigma standard deviation. (b) Peak VER versus local

time. (c) Mean peak altitude versus the angle from the statistical bright spot (ABS). Peak

altitude has a mean value of 115 km in the range 0◦ to 45◦ and then decrease to 108 km

at 75◦.
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Figure 8: Diamonds: deconvolved profile of NO airglow obtained with SPICAV where mul-

tiple peaks in the NO limb profiles are observed. Triangles represent a quasi-simultaneous

measurement of the O2(a
1∆) limb profile where only one peak appears. The O2(a

1∆)

limb profile is scaled by a factor 106. Diamonds come from SPICAV data while triangles

come from VIRTIS data.
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Figure 9: NO (diamonds) and O2 (triangles) airglow brightness profiles from the one-

dimensional chemical-diffusive model for six different values of the coefficient A ranging

from A = 1 ×1010 in dark blue to 1×1015 in red with a step factor of 10. O2 intensity

values are divided by a factor 1000. The O and CO2 density profiles are taken from Soret

et al. (2012).
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Figure 10: N (pluses), O (diamonds), NO (triangles) and O2(a
1∆) (squares) density pro-

files used or obtained from the model. The O density profile is fixed and taken from Soret

et al. (2012), while other species density profiles are calculated by the 1-D model. The

O density profile is divided by a factor 100 and the NO density profile is multiplied by a

factor 100.
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